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SOME THOUGHTS ON A SABBATICAL IN CANADA 

Lindsay Sawyer (Edinburgh) 

The amazing thing about the brain is its capacity to keep working from morning 

till night, day after day and it continues to do so; until it is required to 

produce an article for a journal such as this when, mine at least, stops 

completely. My study leave in Edmonton is fast coming to an end and Pella 

wondered if I would put down on paper something of my experiences over the 

past months. 

I consider myself extremely fortunate to have been able to spend time in the 

Biochemistry Department, University of Alberta and in particular in the 

laboratory of Mike James. My period in Bristol introduced me formally to the 

serine proteases and I had been wanting to re-open my work on elastase for a 

number of years. Unfortunately, being in a 'poly' has meant that my research 

effort has necessarily been limited and so the chance of a period of full time 

research was eagerly taken up when it presented itself. 

The choice of Edmonton was based partly on the interest in the serine proteases 

and on the expertise available in protein refinement. Despite being about the 

latitude of Birmingham, an altitude of only half way up Ben Nevis and further 

from the sea that it is possible to get in Britain, the climate has been quite 

enjoyable! Mind you temperatures did drop below -30°C but life is geared to 

cope and mostly all that we were aware of was the central heating working harder 

than usual. However, they say that this last winter was rather mild! 

Shortly after arriving, we discovered that others too had wanted to work on 

° elastase. In particular, interest in the structure at -70 C seemed to be the 

main concern of two groups: Edgar Meyer at Texas A. & M. who was collecting 

data in Germany with Huber's group, and Xuong at La Jolla who is collecting 

typically 160,000 reflections with a count time of some 6 mins per reflection, 

albeit not sequentially! This was rather a blow but we decided to press ahead 

with room temperature studies of some peptide substrates in order to answer the 

question of the apparently anomalous binding to elastase of product inhibitors 

like Ac-ProAlaProAla-OH. 
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Collecting data on a CAD4, we discovered intensity losses due to radiation 

damage greater than had been previously encountered. At first, we thought 

that this was the fact that the crystals were not freshly prepared. However, 

both penicillopepsin and a-lytic protease suffered the same alarming decay and 

this could be compared directly with the decay obtained from the same crystals 

under the same laboratory conditions but using a Picker FACS-l. The conclusion, 

then, was that the much shorter focus to crystal distance was responsible and, 

after finding that none of the several monochromator crystals tried was able to 

produce a satisfactory beam, we went back to the original Ni-filtered radiation 

but this time with an extra thickness of Ni-foil glued to the collimator. This 

worked 'perfectly! 

Data collected for the Ac-ProAlaProAla-H derivative gave an excellent difference 

map showing clear binding in approximately the same manner as Ac-ProAlaProPhe-H 

in SGPA or the chloromethyl ketone derivative in Y-chymotrypsin. However, data 

collected for Ac-ProAlaProAla-NH2 at two separate concentrations have given only 

a suggestion of binding, but in a different manner. This is rather frustrating 

since photographs of soaked crystals showed clear intensity changes but neither 

1 F 0 1 - 1 F cl, native a calc nor 1 F 0 1 - 1 F c 1 a calc showed convincing binding. 

An even higher concentration is being tried at present. 

While the problems with data collection were being ironed out, it was possible 

to begin learning about high resolution protein refinement in a practical way. 

The Hendrickson-Konnert restrained least squares program, which was so success

ful in refining SCPA was, and is, the method in full swing here particularly 

since it has been modified to use the array processor on the Amdahl (the AP 

costs nothing to use, yet!) by Bill Furey in Pi ttsburg. This, coupled with the 

MMS-X graphics system operating under Colin Broughton's M3 software has made 

refinement an efficient and relatively inexpensive process. Data for the 

protease B from Streptomyces griseus had been collected to 1.7 R and refinement 

had ground to a halt at R ~ 28%. Starting from this point examination of the 

21 F 0 1 - 1 F cl, acalc map revealed a series of misinterpretations of the MlR 

map and one ortwo slight variations in the sequence. These corrections started 

the R-factor on its way down again and after several rounds of 'water-divining', 

side chain amendment and the like, the R-factor has reached 15.1% for the 17,500 

data with I ~ 2a(I). Fairly tight restraints on the geometry were used through

out and, in retrospect, this probably served to slow down convergence somewhat 
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although it inhibited some of the poorer regions becoming grossly distorted 

and did away with the need for idealisation. We are currently examining the 

finale?!) maps; the problem is how to convince oneself that one should stop! 

I have found working in Edmonton a most stimulating and rewarding experience 

not least because the personnel in the lab, to whom I would like to say a 

heartfelt thank-you, have been cheerful and helpful and have made my stay so 

enjoyable. I must also express my gratitude to the MRC of Canada and to 

Lothian Regional Council for making this sojourn possible. 
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RIBONUCLEASE-A: 
o 

LEAST-SQUARES REFINEMENT OF THE STRUCTURE AT 1.4SA RESOLUTION 

This work was presented at the IUCr Congress in ottawa in August 1981 by 

Nivedita Borkakoti, David S Moss and Rex A Palmer (Birkbeck College) 

The crystal structure of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease-A has been refined by 

restrained least squares analysis employing X-ray diffractometer data to 1.4SR 

resolution. The current R-factor for 19,238 reflections is 0.26 and 0.24 for 

17,427 reflections with I(hkt) > O. The rms deviation from ideality of bond 

lengths is 0.01R. Corections, mostly of minor character, to previous models of 

the secondary structure have been made and a quantitative analysis of intra

molecular hydrogen bonds is given. A total of 130 solvent molecules have been 

clearly identified around the enzyme molecule and included in the least squares 

analysis. A sulphate anion occurs in the active site and has also been refined 

as part of the structure. Further new features of the structure to emerge are: 

alternative sites for the His-119 side group with occupancies, refined in the 

analysis of 0.80 and 0.20 respectively; a solvent molecule hydrogen bonded to 

the N-terminal amino group; and extensive disorder of the side chains in the 

region of residues 35-39. The rms deviation in atomic position between the 

current model and the starting model is 1.LR including some shifts of 7-8~ 

where major rebuilding of side groups was necessary. Recent energy calculations 

on the active site residues have shown the presence of two energy minima corres

ponding closely to the alternative sites of His-119. A detailed analysis of 

the hydrogen bonds with certain hydrogens in calculated positions is now being 

carried out. 
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A COMPUTER PROCEDURE FOR EXTENSION OF MODEL ELECTRON-DENSITY 

FOR DENSITY MODIFICATION OR FOR REFINEMENT PURPOSES 

A poster presented at the XIIth IUCr Congress in August 1981 by 

T N Bhat and D M Blow (Imperial College) 

SUMMARY 

An efficient computer procedure has been developed for the 

extraction of regions of continuous well-connected high density 

from a three-dimensional electron-density map. This may be used 

to produce a more realistic electron-density distribution from a 

poorly phased protein map at moderate resolution, by a cyclic 

process. The procedure may be used to generate an extended model 

volume from a smaller volume, based, for example, on a starting 

atomic model of the partial structure; or it can identify possible 

structural features in the uninterpreted regions of the electron

density by picking up large continuous islands of positive 

electron density. The procedure can also be used to trace 

molecular boundaries or solvent regions in an automatic way. 

Once the density within the extended model volume has been scaled 

to the starting model, they can be used together as an improved 

electron-density distribution of the molecule. Phases calculated 

from this density may be used in a phase combination procedure to 

improve the starting phases for the next cycle of a convergent 

process. Where portions of the electron-density cannot be 

interpreted at the atomic level, they can be incorporated in the 

calculation of phase angles during least-squares refinement of 

structural parameters, giving improved convergence to the 

refinement. The procedure has been applied to the structure 

determination and refinement of tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase. 
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STEPS INVOLVED IN DENSITY MODIFICATION 

The procedure includes seven steps which form an it

erative cycle: 

(1) Determination of 'occupancy' for each residue in the 

tentative model of the molecule as observed in the 

current electron-density map. 

(2) Calculation of electron-density for the tentative 

model, using the occupancies determined in step (1). 

(3) Extraction from the current electron-density map of 

(a) features corresponding to the tentative model 

used in steps (1) and (2), or linked to it through 

regions of high electron-density (and (b), optionally, 

other electron-density features which probably cor

respond to real features of the structure), to form 

the extended model volume. 

(4) Generation of the extended model density on a finer 

grid, appropriate scaling of the model density to the 

electron-density map. 

(5) Calculation of structure factors based on the extend

ed model density. 

(6) Modification of the phase information for each re

flection, based on the calculated phase, pre-exi~ting 

phase information derived from isomorphous replace

ment or any other source, and on the global agreement 

between observed and calculated structure factors. 

(7) Calculation of a revised electron-density distribution 

using these modified phases. 
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This new electron-density map is used for re-assign

ment of occupancies (step 1), and the whole procedure is 

iterated, using the same tentative model of the molecule. 

The process is found to converge within a few cycles, and 

then the latest revised electron-density distribution 

forms the basis for building a new tentative model. If 

this model contains a significant number of new features, 

a further application of the whole iterative procedure 

may be made. 

Although our application of the procedure has always 

used a starting model, one can envisage starting from a 

map in which no interpretation can be given in terms of 

atomic co-ordinates. In this case, strong positive fea

tures on the electron density map can be picked up as 

structural features in step 3(b) and steps (5), (6) and 

(7) can be pursued to generate a new electron density 

map. 
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COMPUTER ALGORITHM FOR PICKING LINKED ELECTRON DENSITY 

Three logical arrays S(y), E(y), O(y) are used. S 

and 0 can be considered as 'searching' and 'output' arrays. 

E(y) is a starting electron density array. 

Throughout the procedure, any point in the electron

density map may be marked as ~, E or 0, or none of these. 

No point is ever more than one of S, E or O. The whole 

procedure may be envisaged as the placing of one of three 

kinds of marker, S, E or 0, at points of the electron

density map. 

In each step of the procedure, S represents points in 

the map which are the growing surface of the extended 

model volume. One by one, each point in S is deleted from 

S and entered into O. We then consider every neighbouring 

point which is not yet part of 0 or S. Such a neighbour

ing point becomes part of S if the starting density is 

large (i.e. it is part of E), and if a sufficient number 

of its neighbours are part of S, E or 0 (i.e. if it is suf

ficiently well connected to points where the starting den

sity is large). 

To start with, all points in the model density, M (y), 

which exceed a chosen value c 2 are accepted as part of S. 

Any of these points which are already marked E (where the 

starting density p (y) exceeds cl) are removed from E. 
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This algorithm may be expressed formally as follows: 

Initially, for all y: 

lo(y) = false 

S(y) = true if M(y) .:.. c 2 ' else S(y) = false --
E(y) = true if (p(y) .:.. cl and S(y) = false) , 

else E(y) = false. I 

Repetitive procedure for each y where S(y) is true: 

lo(y) becomes true and S(y) becomes false. 

For each y' = adjacent y, where O(y') is false: 

(If E(y') is true and more than n trues are found 

(amongst (E(y") or S (y") or O(y"), 

where y" = adjacent y' then ~(Y') becomes true 

and E(y') becomes false~. I 

The repetitive procedure is continued over each remaining 

true point in S, until all members of S are false. The 

array 0 then defines the extended model volume. A point 

y' is defined as adjacent y if Iy' - YI < some pre

determined neighbour distance d. In our work d has been 

taken as the spacing of the grid on which the density 

values p(y) are defined. 
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APPLICATION OF THE PROCEDURE TO IMPROVE ELECTRON DENSITY 

The method was applied to tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase, a 

crystalline protein whose asymmetric unit contains one sub

unit (molecular weight 45000) of the dimeric molecule. 

Three isomorphous derivatives had been used to obtain phase 

information to a resolution of 2.7A though beyond 3A 

measured structure amplitudes were weak. Two sUbstantial 

fragments of the amino acid sequence had been determined 

but these had not been recognised in the electron density. 

Application of two rounds of density modification lead to 

substantial retracing of the chain connectivity and to the 

alignment of chemical sequence for 321 residues. 
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APPLICATION OF THE PROCEDURE IN REFINEMENT 

Electron density map of tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase has an 

ordered domain corresponding to about 320 residues and a dis

ordered domain corresponding to approximately 100 residues. 

Application of the density modification procedure lead to an 

interpretable map for the ordered region and some improvement 

in the disordered region. Attempts to improve the model of 

ordered region alone by the conventional least-squares pro

cedure (Konnert, J H & Hendrickson, E A, Acta Cryst, 1980, A36, 

344-356) with fixed occupancies was not successful as R-factor 

remained above 45% even after 12 cycles of refinement. The 

structure was then refined to an R of 31% (3A) with the 

starting occupancies (determined by step of density modification) 

and with a fixed structure factor contribution coming from a 

fairly large peak (picked up by step 3(b) of density modification) 

from the disordered region. Structure factors coming from this 

peak corresponds to appIDximately 10% of the total calculated 

structure factors. 

CONCLUSION 

The density modification procedure is a good friend to 

approach when your war with heavy atom derivatives is hard to 

win - doesn't matter even if your computing grant application 

has been rejected and you can barely afford a few FFTs. 
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ROTATION CAMERA FILM PROCESSING AT LEEDS 

R. Cooper and N.P.E. Gammage 
Astbury Department of Biophysics 
University of Leeds 

The hardware in Leeds for processing rotation camera photographs consists of 
a PDP 11/45, J disc drives, magnetic tape deck and a Joyce-Loebl Scandig 3 
rotating drum film scanner which utilises a standard D.E.C. DRS llE interface. 

Films are digitised in an offline mode and stacked up on magnetic tape; each 
film taking up approximately 200 ft of tape. A modification to the Joyce-Loebl 
supplied software enabled this to be done more efficiently. The program now 
writes a block of data on tape equal in length to the number of pixcels read 
in a film stripe (this is currently 1100). Digitisation of one film takes 
approximately 6t minutes. 

Spots for orientation refinement are measured manually from still photographs 
and input to the program IDXREF. This program was modified by Dr A.J. Wonacott 
(Imperial College) to enable us to index and refine cells of triclinic geometry. 
This program is run on a VAX 11/780 for speed and convenience, taking up to 200 
spots from 7 stills. 

The spot generation program GENVEE, next in our suite has caused us (and others 
since~) many problems. On some film packs, depending upon missetting angles, 
setting matrix, and resolution limit, the program loses itself and so generates 
3 non-existant spots ad infinitum. Modifications by Alan Wonacott have included 
the addition of a parameter to swap the scan and step directions earlier so that 
the program never reaches this "point of no return". This is now under hardware 
switch control. Frills added in Leeds have been a hardware abort switch to 
terminate a "lost" generate cleanly '(some generates hang up at or near the end 
and are therefore usable), and some graphics routines to display the spots (and 
flash the partials) during generation. 

At this stage two Bristol written routines PLODCR (plot to screen) and PLODPL 
(plot to plotter) allow plotting of the generate file for comparison with the 
photographs. These routines have been extremely useful as the missetting angles 
always have to be altered manually to correctly predict the partials. 

Integration of spot intensities is done by the program MOSCO (written in Cambridge, 
modified in Bristol). A films worth of data is read from the magnetic tape onto 
an empty RK05 disc. Spot positions from the generate file and spot intensities 
from the disc are matched up, refined and summed. Bristol modifications allowed 
for choice of background position and for this reason the B~istol raster para
meters were used in the program GENVEE. Modifications in Leeds have been to 
allow a manual search for the fiducials marks on the film using the graphics and 
input of fog level when a fiducial is too large. MOSCO can be run in automatic 
mode, integrating a full tapes worth of data once the parameters have been set 
for the first film. 

continued ••• 
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The binary direct access generate file is now converted back into ASCII using 
a program written in Leeds called PREPAR. The data is then transferred via a 
HASP link to the University's AMDAHL 470 V7A, there being no magnetic tape link 
between the Biophysics PDP and the AMDAHL. 

The data is scaled, sorted and merged using 4 Cambridge programs and 2 Leeds ones. 
The Cambridge programs are PROTIN, PAIROT, ROTAVATA and AGROVATA all of which are 
well documented. The Leeds programs are used for sorting 3Al and 9A2 binary files 
because the Leeds system does not have the standard IBM sort package programs. 

In order to use this system more efficiently a device driver for the Joyce-Loebl 
scanner is presently being written and it is hoped to use this 'with the RSX11M 
multi user operating system. 

The scanning of the films is at present carried out using software supplied by 
Joyce-Loebl under the single user operating system RTll, density data from the 
scanner being transferred directly onto magnetic tape, and as such undergoes 
little processing. The processing is carried out under DOS/BATCH (another single 
user system) but can be left running over night. 

However, the data collection is a lengthy process which ties up the computer for 
long periods of time during the day - due to constant operator intervention 
required to change the films. The same data collection system could be run far 
more efficiently under the multi-user system RSX11M which is now a fully functional 
operating system at Leeds. Work is well in hand on the writing of a device driver 
to interface the Scandig scanner in real-time with the RSX operating system. This 
will allow processing to be carried out in parallel with data collection and program 
development increasing the throughput of films. 

The driver makes use of non processor requested data transfer and so requires very 
little processor intervention, and as the scanner operates under interrupt control 
the processor is free to continue with another task whilst it awaits input from 
the scanner. The driver is written in assembly language but so as to be easily 
accessible it is called by a set of FORTRAN routines that can be incorporated 
into a user's program. 

Eventually the driver will be incorporated into a FORTRAN program which will emulate 
the Joyce-Loebl assembly language software and also to provide the basis for on-line 
scanning of films. 
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SRS PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY WORKSTATION ON THE AIR 

John Helliwell (Daresbury/Keele) 

After the necessary period of commissioning the instrument, the workstation is 

now available to users. An intensive period of work this summer enabled on-

line control of alignment to be made both of the monochromator and Arndt-Wonacott 

camera. With the SRS commencing at the lowly figures of 1. 5 GeV and 30 mA current 

we were able to accurately set the wavelength using calibrated metal foils 

(e.g. nickel, cobalt). Also by using a narrow slit at the focus and the 
oA -3 

monochromator set at the Guinier condition, a narrow ~ < 10 could be obtained 

adequate to resolve the near edge absorption structure (white line) - see 

figure 1 (Dysprosium LIII edge). Then as the SRS increased power (1.8 GeV and 

higher currents) a detailed investigation of the measured flux versus calculated 

flux revealed a 1500% discrepancy (wrong way!) which was resolved because of 

unnecessary absorption effects - mainly a spurious layer of vacuum grease on a 

beryllium window. Presently we are within 30% of the calculated value. 

It was at this stage, with the SRS performance becoming acceptable for routine 

use, that outside users could come and collect worthwhile data. The first 

(decent!) photograph was obtained by the Oxford group (M Adams, E Brigg, S Gover 

and R Pickersgill) - see figure 2 showing a v-shaped cassette photograph from a 

single crystal of 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, spots out to 1.87 R, 
20 minutes exposure time. Subsequently, data has so far been collected at room 

temperature from glyceraldehyde-3 phosphate dehydrogenase (A J Wonacott) and 

Rabbit Fc (B Sutton). Work by the Birkbeck Group (G Taylor) was unfortunately 

impeded by sample cooling problems, which are being sorted out. 

The SRS is presently (September 1981) operating at ~ 1.87 GeV and currents up to 

170 mA at injection giving about 40 x the GX6 rotating anode with a graphite 

monochromator (or ~ 15 - 20 Ni filtered GX6) • 

We now look forward to a productive period of data being collected on the 

workstation at the SRS. 
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Figure 1 

Absorption edge scan across the monochromator focus at the Guinier position 

revealing the white Une near edge structure in OY209 CL III edge, 1.59 i) 
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REVISION OF THE FFT PROGRAMS 

Following discussions at a CCP Working Gro~p Meeting in May 1981, Phil Evans 

agreed to "clean-up" the existing FFT programs while implementing them on 

the MRC (CambJ::idge) VAX computer. This work is now almost complete and as 

well as thanking Phil, I though it might be of interest to inclme some 

details of the new versions here. 

Pella Machin 
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4· . 
Fourlar transform . 

... 

lal R~ad a block of structufQ factors for soma h (Pi lav~ls', all k 
and alii. Subroutinas SFIPYC, SFIPYR, SFIPZC; SFIPZR; and SFIIYC 
af-::;: =:all;::j :jQP::;:n:~ i~i:~_:2Q .. !ri~ s~ct i9rt a:~ i s ~n:~ :JJriQt~~~r' t~~_~i?a::~::3f\OU.P 
is cQntr'ic Clr- I;I:'-C i.::·,...L.LYL 15 S'p~I:.1al tt:.,· C1Cn:5q--I:Qntr'Qa J.C:::::C:J.~ aHU 
th~sa routinRs in turn call GETHKL and GGETF to rQad tha fila and 
prQpa~Q tha FouriQr coafficiQnts. 

(b) CaJculata tha Fourigr transforms alonq k (or alonq 1 if 
z-sQctions ara bginq calculatgdl. 

(cl Writa tha intgrmadiatg rasults to thQ diract-accgss scratch 
fii.(;: (si .. ior·l::iJ.tin=ds ~{QtjT ... i ZO!JT ... ~1C:J. F--cJp spal::;:--qr·.:d..ipS !.lp tf.i 
ti r· t h.' f" h :': in et i ,- r" i i :-~'\ r ,'j 'I' r'~ i i I t h~:a -= ~ +' i 1 c; '=' ?i r· Q ijJ r i + ;. ~ n .i r\ h 1 0'- i-::"' !il h ; 1- :-, 

;~ :~ rE t. air; ... all - :.J.f .~ ~t' til:~ .. ~ v:~ i i ::l b I Q ':./::i i J:l ~ .~ - 0 f t1 ,I P 2 - :~:. a 1 i .. i:2 l' ' ;:i f .. k 7 :~ r· - ~l ) 1 

g~~hg~~o~g!~Q~p~~~~q;gGp~ ) ~o~fw~?~hs~~gg7~~g~~Q~fa~~Qr~~ul~~ for 
-h k I arg dgrivQd from +h k 1 b~ summ~tr~ r~laticns, thQ S4mmgtru 
rglations arQ appligd and thQ intQr~adiatg rG:sults for -h k I arQ' 

?1sgr~~A1~:~'d~~~Q::~~TJ~n:~c~n~g~~~~ogg~r:~gg~;~r~~p~~QtgYa~grg}Ch 
thQ intgrmgdiatg transform, and data ma4 bQ patchgd into thRSQ 
rgcords in diffgrgnt passQs. 

_0. 'T'rit;: l"::r--at.:h fil~ is p(Js.iti::1nQd at 
rgpgatgd as ngcgssar~ to calculatQ 

th,;; bG:q inn inq, an,j ·~nf'QR st~ps 
thg othQr two transforms. 

(a) Rgad throuQh thQ scratch filQ pickinq up all of thQ valuQs of h 
::1nrJ 1 (c=,-' i .. :) ·f"::ir· ti-jQ f'anqQ cif ~: (=:IP 1) v'ali .. lQS a:u.f·f·t;:ntlu owina 
procgss;d. Thg data ar; placQd in mgmorw in such a waw "that ciftgr thQ last transform thg r;sultinq rgal numbgrs arg storgd b4 Dlan;s 
of gl;ctron dgnsit~. . . 

(b) Calculat; thg r;maininq two transforms 

C block and cloSQS th; fil;. 
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Densit~ q~n~r~tion a structur~ factor calculation --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This collaction of routines was put toq~th~r b~ Phil Evans from 

El~anor Dodson's d~nsit~ q~nQration proqram (GENDEN) & Lwnn T~n E~ck'S 
rQv~rsa FFT proqrams, with additional spacg-qroups b~ Garard BricoqnQ and 
El:;:an=::H'" D'::i·json. It is s~t up so that ttH7.: r-outin':;;s mal..! 0:;: lini-~Qd t':Jq~thQr' 
to dc; i:!gnsit!...l q9nQrat ie:n .. or structur~-factor· calculat ic;.n !SFC) .. or t:c·tt·; 
~;3Et~·5FCj.: :j~PQndinq Oi! thQ a"';allabilitl..! (I~r' d~sir·at'ilitqj of '..;ir·i:i..lai m~rr!::ir'q 
atc .. 

Th~ subroutin~s arQ qroup~d into 6 filQs . 

1. GENM .. UN (3: small main proqram to SQt thQ U,lorJ..:inq arr!ll1 si!.g .. and thg 
maximum rQcord l~nqth allowQd for th:2 scratch fil:;:. 

2. GENDEN 

3. FFTSFSGP Spaca-qroup spacific routin9s for structure-factor calculation, 
includinq routin~s for lliritinq and r~adinq thQ dirQct-acc~ss scratch fiIQ. 

4 . FFTSFSUBS Oth~r ~ubroutin~s, som~ of tn~m spac~-qroup d~p~ndanti 
includinq r-outings fer readinq th; map and for writinq thg structurQ
factor' filQ. 

~. FFTTRNFM OnQ-dimgnsiQn~l FFT routinQ5 as for Fouri.;;;r sl..jnth£sis. 

6. SFC Main proqram and routin~s for structurQ-factor calculation 
IJiithout :j:;;nsitl..j q;;:f;Qrati:;::n (to b:;: li.n~~.;;;d witr! 3,4, :~: Si. 

In addition standard routinQs ara nQQdQd 

la) from tne LCF pac~aQQ for r.;;;flection input and output. 

(b) from MSUBS and DISKIO for map input and output. 

Flow of calculation for GENSFC 

1 : GENMAIN calls tn.;;; mastQr routine DATRED. 

2. DATIN is called to r.;;;ad all th.;;; control cards (stream 5) and to SQt up 
the form-factors. 

3 . SubroutinQ SFSET (FFTSFSUBS) i!. Cal~Qd 10 s~t UP~th~ p~~amQt~rs for thQ 
structurQ-factor calculation. !nQ [LnpuL ana] OULPUt LL~ filgs arg oPQn~d. 

4. :;·ut:f'outinl? SGTE!:·T .Hits tiP tl'"" spaCQ-qroup ;;pecific paf"am.;;;t~rs: axis ordGirl 
map limits! tha numbQr of qroups of sactions and la4QrS of h for .;;;ach 
pass of thQ transform (Pi and P2J1 and thQ rQcord 19nqth and numbQr of 
rQcords for thQ dir.;;;ct-aCCQSI scratch fil~. If th.;;; rQcord lQnqth is lonq:;:r 
than thg maximum allowQd (which ma~ happgnJparticular14 on th~ VAXJ with 
verl..j small problQms or VQrl..j larcQ arral..j~)1 tha arra~ sizQ to bQ us~d 
is rQducQd (function routinQ LRtSIZ in FFTSFSUBSIJ and thQ paramatgps 
arQ rgcalculat.;;;d. 

=" SUDr'Couting SFCTL (in G;;:ndgrd is call\?d. This calls ATSIJRT (GgndQn) to 
rgad thg ccordinatQs filQJ QgngratQ an~ sl..!mmQtr~ rQlatQd atoms rgquirgd 
fQro trii:l filap; 1"::~r·t thrtirrl .Lnt;'j c:r'dtdr" on tt-IQ .sQr:ti'~n axis} and t!Jf'it:;: th:;:rri 
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to a dir~ct-accQss scratch fil~. This fila is writt~n and r~ad b~ 
subroutinQ BUFIO lin Ggnd~n) which buff~rs th~ short atom r~cord5 15 words) 
into 2000 word blocks for Qffici~nc~. 

6. SFCTL ~itn~r calls GENDEN to qgn~rata thg map and PRINTZ to output itl 
or it pass~s control to SFCALC (FFTSFSUBS) to calculat~ structurQ-factcrs . . 

7. For structur~-factDr calculation, SFCALC branchQs to c~ll a spac~-QroUD 
sp~cific routing SFCnl whgrg n is thQ spacQ-qroup numb~r. It ma~ b~ 
n~c~ssarij to chanqQ this wa~ of callinq th~ rcutings for othar machinQsl 
in orctgr to link routinQs for just onQ spacQ-qroup at a timg: ~Q all thQ 
SFCn routings could bQ qivQn th~ samQ namQ but storgd in diffgrQnt filQs; 
and pick~d up SQIQctivgl~ at link timQ. 

8. Th~ rotings SFCn (in FFTSFSGP) control tQ rgverse FFT. For th~ first two 
transforms, thQ~ call Qither GENDEN to qgneratg a slab of calculatQd mapl 
or (for SFC wh~n no dQnsit~ qgn~ratiDn is bRinq donQ) RED MAP to ~~~d a 
slab of map from ~ file (MAPIN). Th~ intermediate tr~nsform is writt~n 
to thR dirRct-acc~ss scratch fil~. 

9. Th~ final structure-factors are writtQn to an LCF output fila b~ th~ 
rOU11nQS OUTSFx (OUTSFY fer ~-sectionsl OUTSFZ for z-sQctionsI OUTSFI 
for bod~-cQntrQd 4-SQctions (1222) ). Th~sg routines Qither output the 
whole arrau of structure-factors within th~ r~soluticn limits, or rRad 
an LCF fil~ of 'Fobs} and output cnl~ thoSQ r~flections for which thgrQ 
is an Qntr~ in thQ Fo filR' and which liQ within the resolution limits. 

Note that there arQ two spacR-qroup specific parts of the rQverSQ FFT 
routines. The subroutinQ SGTEST has a piQca of codQ for ~ach spacQ-qroupl 
and the routing SFCALC calls the specific routines SFCn. 

For structure-factor calculation onl~ (SFC)} the routines in file 
SFC consist of a cut-down DATRED and DATIN (cf GENDEN) which call SFSET atc 
and then call SFCALC to control the FFT 





GROUP MEETING OF PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHERS OF NORTHERN ENGLAND 

Pella Machin (Daresbury) 

Another one-day meeting for Protein Crystallographers (PCONE) from Daresbury, 

Keele, Leeds, Sheffield and York was held in the Biophysics Department of 

Leeds University on 29 September 1981 organised by Maxine McCall. This was 

the third meeting in the series of six monthly meetings, aimed at promoting 

communication and collaboration between the groups. 

During the morning various reports were given by people who had attended 

International meetings over the summer. Maxine McCall (Leeds) began by 

describing talks given at the Buffalo meeting on small molecule interactions 

with DNA. Pauline Harrison (Sheffield) reported on some of the structures 

presented at the Ottawa meeting and Colin Reynolds (York) described the Ottawa 

session on protein refinement. To finish off this section Tony North (Leeds) 

summarised some interesting developments in Biophysics reported at the 

International Biophysics meeting in Mexico City. 

Two specific topics were discussed in the afternoon. Firstly John Helliwell 

(Keele/Daresbury) gave details about the current state of the Synchrotron 

Radiation Source (SRS) and reported that data had been collected for five film 

data sets, all reasonably successful except for one which suffered from problems 

with the cooling apparatus. A discussion followed concerning scheduling of time 

on the SRS. The second topic concerned graphics systems and Sandy Geddes (Leeds) 

described the various systems he had seen in the USA while visiting laboratories 

after the Ottawa congress. Tony North reported on some graphics developments 

in the UK and a discussion followed on the type of system required here and 

the possibilities of setting up communal equipment. 

27. 




